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ABSTRACT
In previous work, we constructed a convolutional neural network used to estimate
the location of cosmic strings in simulated cosmic microwave background temperature
anisotropy maps. We derived a connection between the estimates of cosmic string lo-
cations by this neural network and the posterior probability distribution of the cosmic
string tension Gµ. Here, we significantly improve the calculation of the posterior dis-
tribution of the string tension Gµ. We also improve our previous plain convolutional
neural network by using residual networks. We apply our new neural network and
posterior calculation method to maps from the same simulation used in our previous
work and quantify the improvement.
Key words: methods: data analysis – methods: statistical – techniques: image pro-
cessing – cosmic background radiation – cosmology: theory
1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years there has been a renewed interest in cosmic
strings since they can form in a large class of extensions of
the Standard Model. Cosmic strings are linear topological
defects, remnants of a high-energy phase transition in the
very early Universe. The gravitational effects of the string
can be parametrized by its string tension Gµ, a dimension-
less constant where G is Newton’s gravitational constant,
and µ is the energy per unit length of the string. Because
of the continued disagreement between Nambu-Goto sim-
ulations (Ringeval et al. 2007; Lorenz et al. 2010; Blanco-
Pillado et al. 2014) and Abelian Higgs simulations (Hind-
marsh et al. 2017) regarding the distribution of cosmic string
loops in a network, the robust limit on the string tension is
provided by long string effects. The best limits come from
the Planck collaboration’s analysis of the long string contri-
bution to the angular power spectrum: Gµ < 1.3 × 10−7 and
Gµ < 3.2×10−7 at the 95% confidence level (CL) for Nambu-
Goto and Abelian Higgs strings, respectively (Planck Col-
laboration et al. 2014).
Long strings moving between an observer and the sur-
face of last scattering induce a step discontinuity in a cosmic
microwave background (CMB) temperature anisotropy map
through the Gott-Kaiser-Stebbins (GKS) effect (Gott 1985;
Kaiser & Stebbins 1984). Searches for the GKS effect in the
data from Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP)
? Email: razvan.ciuca@mail.mcgill.ca
† Email: oscarh@physics.mcgill.ca
and Planck have been considered as a way complementary to
the angular power spectrum to detect strings. Lo & Wright
(2005), Jeong & Smoot (2005, 2007), and Jeong et al. (2010)
looked at WMAP data to search for this effect and this leads
to null detection and a limit of Gµ < 1.5× 10−6. The Planck
Collaboration et al. (2014) also did non-Gaussian searches
for strings through the GKS effect and obtained constraints
of Gµ . 7.8 × 10−7.
In Ciuca & Herna´ndez (2017) and Ciuca et al. (2017) we
proposed a Bayesian interpretation of cosmic string detec-
tion where we developed a convolutional neural network to
estimate the cosmic string locations in CMB maps by detect-
ing the GKS effect. Furthermore, we derived a connection
between these location estimates and the posterior probabil-
ity distribution of the cosmic string tension Gµ. However our
previous work and the work in this paper are not the first
to consider the GKS effect to detect strings in simulations.
A series of works has used a scale invariant analytic
model of long straight strings described in Perivolaropou-
los (1993) to simulate CMB temperature anisotropy maps.
These works then studied the limits that different algorithms
could place on the string tension through the GKS effect
in the simulated maps. In particular, Amsel et al. (2008),
Stewart & Brandenberger (2009), and Danos & Branden-
berger (2010) used the Canny algorithm (Canny 1986) and
found more short edges in maps with strings that they in-
terpreted as the disruption of long edges by Gaussian noise.
Stewart & Brandenberger (2009) claimed a detection limit
with noise of Gµ = 5.5× 10−8. In Ciuca & Herna´ndez (2017)
we reproduced the Canny algorithm analysis of those works
© 2018 The Authors
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Figure 1. Comparison of the string tension posteriors obtained in
our previous work to the posteriors obtained after the improve-
ments discussed in this paper. These improvements include an
improved neural network and the calculation of the posterior us-
ing equation (13).
and showed that the excess number of short edges found
did not correspond to the locations of cosmic strings and
that the limits of detection provided by Canny are for string
tension above Gµ ∼ 10−6. Movahed & Khosravi (2011) stud-
ied the simulated maps with a level crossing statistic and
claimed that strings could be detected in noiseless maps
when Gµ > 4× 10−9. In another example Hergt et al. (2017)
used wavelets, and curvelets and found that strings could
be detected down to a string tension of Gµ = 1.4 × 10−7 at
the 95% CL if the contribution of noise was not more than
1.6µK (see their table III).
Another series of works has studied simulations of realis-
tic Nambu-Goto strings in the full sky (Ringeval & Bouchet
2012) or the flat sky (Fraisse et al. 2008). McEwen et al.
(2017) considered “Planck-like” full sky realistic Nambu-
Goto string simulations with noise and were able to recover
accurate estimates of the string tension for simulation with
Gµ as low as 5 × 10−7. These simulations included only the
Integrated Sachs-Wolfe (ISW) effect and so the resulting
string-tension sensitivity when considering them is neces-
sarily more conservative than those works that rely only on
the straight string GKS effect.
Most recently, Vafaei Sadr et al. (2018a) used a pipeline
of curvlets, the Canny algorithm, and other statistical
tools on flat sky Nambu-Goto simulations and claimed that
strings with tension as low as 1.2×10−7 and 4.3×10−10 could
be detected on maps with and without noise, respectively.
And Vafaei Sadr et al. (2018b) used tree-based machine
learning algorithms to claim detection limits of 3.0 × 10−8
and 2.1×10−10 in maps with and without noise. These detec-
tion limits are different than measurement limits as shown
in Vafaei Sadr et al. (2018b) tables 1 and 2. Their measure-
ment limits are 1.2×10−7 and 3.6×10−9 for maps with noise
and without noise, respectively. The Gµ measurement limit
from Ciuca & Herna´ndez (2017) fig. 8 is 4 × 10−9, which is
comparable to their noiseless measurement limit. Also our
work produces estimates of string locations, which increases
the verifiability of our method. In this paper, we significantly
improve on both of these points (Figure 1). This significant
improvement includes two effects: an improved neural net-
work and an improvement in our calculation of the posterior
probability of the string tension, in particular using equa-
tion (13).
The training of a neural networks requires much data.
This is particularly true in our case, where we wish for the
network to learn to identify string locations and not just
produce a value for the string tension. Hence for our net-
work to learn where the strings may be, we need a large
amount of training maps. Whereas Nambu-Goto simulations
are computationally costly, the straight string simulations
of Perivolaropoulos (1993) are not. In Ciuca & Herna´ndez
(2017) and Ciuca et al. (2017), we used this model for our
simulations. Furthermore in Ciuca et al. (2017) we showed
that even though our network was developed and trained
on the Perivolaropoulos model, it was still capable of accu-
rate estimates of string locations in Nambu-Goto simulations
with Gµ = 5×10−8. This is further evidence that our network
was learning about small-scale step discontinuities and not
about some feature particular to the numerical simulation.
One of the unknown parameters characterizing the scal-
ing solution of strings is the number of strings per Hubble
volume, NH , which can have a value between 1 and 10. We
trained our neural network on simulations with a value of
NH = 1 and this did not impair the predictive power for in-
put maps with larger NH values. This is an indication that
the network is indeed generalizing and not just overfitting.
We did our testing of the predictive power of the network
with NH = 3.
Our ultimate goal is to use our network on real flat
sky CMB data such as that from the South Pole Tele-
scope Chown et al. (2018) and the Atacama Cosmology
Telescope Louis et al. (2014). That is why we consider sim-
ulation of 512 × 512 pixels with 1 arcmin resolution per
pixel. This corresponds to about a 8.5◦ × 8.5◦ patch of sky.
Though CMB data are stored in healpix format, we worked
with a square grid because the pytorch environment (py-
torch.org) in which we develop our convolutional neural net-
work has convolutions optimized at the graphics processing
unit (GPU) instruction level for square grids.
In Ciuca & Herna´ndez (2017), we showed we could de-
rive sharply peaked posteriors for string tensions as low as
4 × 10−9 on noiseless maps. We modelled the CMB map
δsky as being composed of two different elements, δgauss
and δstring, such that δsky = δgauss +Gµ δstring. The δgauss
term is the standard ΛCDM cosmology CMB anisotropies
that can be computed from the power spectrum, whereas
δstring is made up of the superposition of GKS temper-
ature discontinuties of individual strings, each given by
8piGµγs[nˆ · (®vs × eˆs)], where nˆ is the direction of observa-
tion, ®vs is the velocity of the string, eˆs is its orientation, and
γs = (1 − v2s/c2)−1/2.
To use our network on real data, we need to improve our
network architecture so that it can produce sharply peaked
string tension posteriors for Nambu-Goto simulation maps
in healpix format with realistic noise and with Gµ well
below 10−7. Only then can we confidently feed the network
real data and provide new robust string tension limits, or a
detection!
A first modest step to achieving our ultimate goal is to
improve and extend our previous network architecture and
calculation of string tension posteriors to smaller string ten-
sions. In this paper, we do just that. We present significant
improvements to the calculation of the posterior distribu-
tion of the string tension Gµ and to the convolutional neural
network presented in Ciuca & Herna´ndez (2017) and Ciuca
et al. (2017). These improvements are summarized in Fig. 1
where we plot the logarithm of the posterior probability of
the string tension versus string tension.
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The improvement in the calculation of the posterior
probability is presented in Section 2 and it involves two
points. The first is a reformulation of the posterior probabil-
ity in terms of the evidence provided by the neural network
evaluated on the sky map, rather than the sky map itself.
This allows for a more general and more precise interpre-
tation of our posterior probability formula, as discussed in
subsections 2.1 and 2.2. It also allows us to derive a more
efficient and accurate way to compute the posterior proba-
bility as presented in subsection 2.3. In subsection 3.1, we
present the improved posteriors obtained by applying for-
mula 13 to the prediction maps using the neural network
presented in Ciuca & Herna´ndez (2017) and Ciuca et al.
(2017).
The improvement to the plain convolutional neural net-
work involves the use of residual networks He et al. (2015).
The residual network and the results obtained with it and
the new posterior calculation are presented in subsection 3.2
and 3.3. We also compare the prediction maps and posteriors
with the results obtained using the old network. We quan-
tify the improvement of the prediction maps by using the
standard deviation of the prediction values of the pixel. We
quantify the information gained between the old and new
posterior distributions by calculating the Kullback-Leibler
(KL) divergence between them.
2 A BETTER WAY TO COMPUTE THE
POSTERIOR PROBABILITY
2.1 The posterior probability in terms of the
evidence provided by the neural network
Equation (2.4) of reference Ciuca & Herna´ndez (2017) ex-
pressed the posterior probability of the distribution of the
string tension Gµ, P(Gµ | δsky), given the sky map δsky as
evidence. We present it here as equation (1):
P(Gµ | δsky)
=
( 1
2
)Npixel ( P(Gµ)
P(δsky)
){ ∑
ξ ∈Ξ
P(δsky | ξ,Gµ) × P(ξ)
P(ξ | δsky,Gµ)
}
. (1)
ξ is a map which indicates which pixels lie on a string. If
(i, j) ∈ string then ξi, j = 1, otherwise ξi, j = 0. A map ξ is
associated with a CMB temperature map δsky . We call the
space of all such maps Ξ and it contains 2Npixel elements
where Npixel is the number of pixels in a map. This formula
uses information about the string locations to update our
knowledge of the prior distribution P(Gµ) to the posterior
P(Gµ | δsky).
We can be more general, and more precise, by consid-
ering f (δsky) instead of δsky as evidence, where f can be
any function, but we are interested in the case where f is
a convolutional neural network. We treat the output of f
as evidence and compute the posterior with respect to it:
P(Gµ | f (δsky)). If f is one-to-one, this is the same posterior
as P(Gµ | δsky).
In Appendix A we derive the equivalent of equation (1)
for this case:
P(Gµ | f (δsky))
=
( 1
2
)Npixel P(Gµ)
P( f (δsky))
1
N
∑
ξa∼P(ξ)
P( f (δsky) | ξ,Gµ)
P(ξ | f (δsky),Gµ)
(2)
where we have transformed the sum of ξ ∈ Ξ into an ex-
pectation of N maps ξa sampled from P(ξ). Thus the fac-
tor P(ξ) is not in the summand but in the sampling proce-
dure. Also notice that 2Npix , P( f (δsky)), and N are Gµ inde-
pendent, hence we can absorb them into the normalisation
(
∫
P(Gµ | f (δsky))dGµ = 1). Thus we only need to compute
the unnormalized probability P′(Gµ | f (δsky)):
P′(Gµ | f (δsky)) = P(Gµ)
∑
ξa∼P(ξ)
P( f (δsky) | ξa,Gµ)
P(ξa | f (δsky),Gµ)
(3)
2.2 Conditions on the neural network f
We now make some assumptions regarding the denomina-
tor, P(ξ | f (δsky),Gµ), and the numerator, P( f (δsky) | ξ,Gµ),
of the summand of equation (3). As in Ciuca & Herna´n-
dez (2017), these assumptions encodes our conjecture that
we should be able to decide whether a given pixel is on a
string without knowing anything about which other pixels
are actually on a string. Notice that in this abstraction f
is completely free, any function that respects our assump-
tions below can be used. Most functions would make the
assumptions below quite bad, however, these assumptions
are reasonable for the case of the function represented by
our neural networks.
1. Conditional independence of each pixel i, j in the an-
swer map ξ and f (δsky):
P(ξ | f (δsky),Gµ) =
∏
i, j P(ξi, j | f (δsky),Gµ)
P( f (δsky) | ξ,Gµ) =
∏
i, j P( fi, j (δsky) | ξ,Gµ)
2. Each pixel i, j in the answer map depends only on the
corresponding pixel in f (δsky) and vice versa:
P(ξi, j | f (δsky),Gµ) = P(ξi, j | fi, j (δsky),Gµ)
P( fi, j (δsky) | ξ,Gµ) = P( fi, j (δsky) | ξi, j,Gµ)
3. Translation invariance in the probabilities, i.e. pixel
location is not important:
∀ i, j, i′, j ′ where ξi, j = ξi′, j′ and fi, j = fi′, j′
P(ξi, j | fi, j (δsky),Gµ) = P(ξi′, j′ | fi′, j′(δsky),Gµ)
and
P( fi, j (δsky) | ξi, j,Gµ) = P( fi′, j′(δsky) | ξi′, j′,Gµ)
At this point the only quantities we need to compute are
the pixel-independent probabilities P(ξi, j | fi, j (δsky),Gµ) and
P( fi, j (δsky) | ξi, j,Gµ). These are tractable quantities which
we can easily compute from data.
To compute P(ξi, j | fi, j (δsky),Gµ) we begin with a col-
lection of simulated sky maps with strings of a known Gµ
and we bin the values that f takes on these maps. For each
specific bin, we then take the fraction of pixels which are
on strings among the pixels with the specified value of f
and assign this value p to P(ξi, j = 1 | fi, j (δsky) and 1 − p to
P(ξi, j = 0 | fi, j (δsky).
To compute the probability distribution
MNRAS 000, 1–10 (2018)
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P( fi, j (δsky) | ξi, j,Gµ) we again begin with a collection
of simulated sky maps with strings of a known Gµ. We
then consider all the pixels in our data set with ξi, j = 1 and
compute the histogram of values of f on those pixels. We
do the same thing for those pixels with ξi, j = 0.
For the calculations of P(ξi, j | fi, j (δsky),Gµ) and
P( fi, j (δsky) | ξi, j,Gµ) that lead to the results we present in
Section 3 we binned the values of Gµ in 700 bins of equally
spaced log intervals between 10−11 and 2 × 10−7:
Gµ = 10−11+n×(4+log10 2)/700 , n = 0, ..., 700 ,
and the values of f in 1000 equally spaced bins between 0
and 1 with size 1/1000.
Now that we have the summand it remains to compute
the sum over ξ in equation (3).
2.3 A more efficient way to compute the
summand in equation (3)
Consider the map ξ∗ that maximizes the summand
s(ξa) ≡ P( f (δsky) | ξ
a,Gµ)
P(ξa | f (δsky),Gµ)
. (4)
s(ξ∗) is then the largest term in the sum of equation (3). Note
that ξ∗ depends on Gµ. With the distributional assumptions
made in the last section, such a map is easily computable.
Because the probability factorises over pixels we can find
the maximal map by optimizing each pixel independently.
In particular, since
s(ξ) =
∏
i, j
P( fi, j (δsky) | ξi, j,Gµ)
P(ξi, j | fi, j (δsky),Gµ)
≡
∏
i, j
si, j (ξi, j ) (5)
we have that
ξ∗i, j =
{
1, if si, j (ξi, j = 1) > si, j (ξi, j = 0)
0, otherwise
(6)
Hence computing the maximal map from f (δsky) is compu-
tationally straightforward.
Now consider a map ξ∗−1 identical to ξ
∗ except at 1 pixel,
at which the value of ξ∗−1 is the opposite of the corresponding
value of ξ∗. Since ξ∗ is by definition the map which maxi-
mizes the probability, the map with 1 pixel reversed will
decrease the probability by some value, the new log proba-
bility is
log s(ξ∗−1) =
∑
i, j
log
(
si, j (ξ∗−1,i, j )
)
= log
(
si′, j′(1 − ξ∗i′, j′)
)
+
∑
i, j,i′, j′
log
(
si, j (ξ∗i, j )
)
= log
(
si′, j′(1 − ξ∗i′, j′)
) − log(si′, j′(ξ∗i′, j′)) + log(s(ξ∗)) (7)
where (i′, j ′) is the pixel by which ξ∗ and ξ∗−1 differ.
We can compute the expected change over all maps with
a single misplaced pixel by simply averaging over pixels:
∆∗−1( f ,Gµ) ≡
〈
log s(ξ∗−1) − log s(ξ∗)
〉
(8)
=
1
Npix
∑
i, j
(
log
(
si, j (1 − ξ∗i, j )
) − log (si, j (ξ∗i, j )) )
To recapitulate, ∆−1( f ,Gµ) is defined as the expected change
in the log conditional probability of the evidence f (δsky) as
we condition on ξ maps with only 1 pixel difference from the
maximal map. Similarly, we define ∆−n( f ,Gµ) as the equiv-
alent expectation taken over maps that differ by n pixels
from the maximal map. By independence of pixels we have
(to a very good approximation when n is low compared to
the map size) that
∆∗−n( f ,Gµ) = n × ∆∗−1( f ,Gµ)
i.e. the expected change in the log probability incured by
changing n pixels from the maximal map is simply n times
that of the expectation of changing 1 pixel. This is not
strictly correct, there are some errors involved from double
counting the pixels, however, at low n (where the probabil-
ities are largest and most important) these errors are in-
significant. If this error seems to become significant at high
enough n, we cannot use the analytic method anymore and
must resort to computing ∆∗−n( f ,Gµ) by drawing samples of
n pixels and observing the empirical expected change in log
probability over multiple samples.
Using the equations above we can finally approximate
log s(ξ) as
log s(ξ) ≈ log s(ξ∗) + nξ∗,ξ × ∆∗−1( f ,Gµ) (9)
where nξ∗,ξ is the number of differences between ξ∗ and ξ.
We use the results above to significantly simplify the
posterior probability calculation currently given in terms of
a sum over Boolean maps in equation (3). Starting with
equation (3) and using equation (9) we have
P′(Gµ | f (δsky)) = P(Gµ)
∑
ξ
P( f (δsky) | ξ,Gµ)
P(ξ | f (δsky),Gµ)
× P(ξ)
= P(Gµ)
∑
ξ
exp
(
log s(ξ)
)
× P(ξ)
≈ P(Gµ)
∑
ξ
exp
(
log s(ξ∗) + nξ∗,ξ × ∆∗−1( f ,Gµ)
)
× P(ξ)
= P(Gµ) s(ξ∗)
∑
ξ
exp
(
nξ∗,ξ × ∆∗−1( f ,Gµ)
)
× P(ξ) (10)
Notice that inside the sum over all Boolean maps ξ, maps
contribute to the sum only through nξ∗,ξ . Two maps for
which this factor is identical will contribute the same amount
to the sum (relative to their prior probabilities), hence we
can write:∑
ξ
exp
(
nξ∗,ξ × ∆∗−1( f ,Gµ)
)
× P(ξ)
=
∑
n
exp
(
n × ∆∗−1( f ,Gµ)
)
×
∑
nξ∗, ξ=n
P(ξ) (11)
All that remains to be done now is to compute the remaining
sums over ξ at the end of the last equation, we have:∑
nξ∗, ξ=n
P(ξ) = P(n|ξ∗)
i.e. the probability of a map ξ having n pixels different from
ξ∗. We would like to calculate the probability P(n|ξ∗) using
histograms. That is, we have the maps ξ∗ as well as a data set
of maps ξa sampled from P(ξ), so we would like to simply
directly evaluate nξ∗,ξa and plot its histogram to get the
MNRAS 000, 1–10 (2018)
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probability distribution. However, the 450 map data set we
used does not contains any maps at small n, so we will not
have any bins for those n where the terms in the sum are
largest. For this reason we extrapolate the behaviour at low
n based on the behaviour at the n we do encounter and we
approximate P(n|ξ∗) as a gaussian and compute the mean
and standard deviation from data we do have. For the maps
we use (see Section 3) the number of pixels is Npix = 512 ×
512 ≈ 2.6 × 105, and the mean and standard deviation of
P(n|ξ∗) are of order 105 and 7000, respectively.
To recap, we have transformed a sum with 2Npix terms
(the sum over the Boolean maps with Npix pixels) into a
sum over the integer n between 0 and Npix . Needless to say,
the latter is significantly more tractable than the former.
Putting everything back together, we obtain that the poste-
rior probability of Gµ conditioned on the evidence produced
by a function f is
P′(Gµ | f (δsky)) ≈ P(Gµ)
P( f (δsky) | ξ∗,Gµ)
P(ξ∗ | f (δsky),Gµ)
×
Npix∑
n=0
exp
(
n × ∆∗−1( f ,Gµ))
)
× P(n|ξ∗) (12)
Using the gaussian calculation we present in Appendix B,
this can be rewritten in terms of the mean µ and standard
deviation σ of P(n|ξ∗) as
P′(Gµ | f (δsky)) ≈
P(Gµ) P( f (δsky) | ξ
∗,Gµ)
P(ξ∗ | f (δsky),Gµ)
×
exp
(
µ∆∗−1 + σ
2(∆∗−1)2)/2
)×
1
2
(
Erfc
(Npix − (µ + σ2∆∗−1)√
2σ2
)
− Erfc
(
− µ + σ
2∆∗−1√
2σ2
))
(13)
This is the formula we will use from now on to calculate the
Bayesian posterior distribution of the string tension.
3 A CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK
AS A CHOICE FOR f
3.1 The convolutional neural network of our
previous work
One choice for the function f is the five layer convolutional
neural network described in detail in Ciuca et al. (2017). The
first layer involved a convolution map on the scalar valued
pixels and gives a 32-dimensional value for each pixel. Each
subsequent layer of the network involves a convolution map
on Npix elements with the following structure (the terms
Figure 2. Comparison of the posteriors obtained in our previous
work and the posteriors calculated for the same network using
equation (13) .
”kernel size” and ”stride” are defined in Ciuca et al. (2017)):
layer 1 : 1-dim → 32-dim, kernel size = 3, stride = 1
↓ tanh
layer 2 : 32-dim → 32-dim, kernel size = 3, stride = 1
↓ tanh
layer 3 : 32-dim → 32-dim, kernel size = 3, stride = 1
↓ tanh
layer 4 : 32-dim → 32-dim, kernel size = 3, stride = 1
↓ tanh
layer 5 : 32-dim → 1-dim, kernel size = 1, stride = 1 (14)
From this we see that the network has 28 097 parameters:{(32 · 32 + 32) + (322 · 32 + 32) × 3 + 32 + 1} = 28 097 .
We trained this network by minimizing the cross en-
tropy given by the Kullback-Leibler divergence between
the probability P(ξ | δsky,Gµ) and the parametrized convo-
lutional neural network that we used to approximate that
probability [equation (4.7) in Ciuca & Herna´ndez (2017) or
equation (2.2) in Ciuca et al. (2017)].
To obtain the posterior probability for the string ten-
sion in reference Ciuca & Herna´ndez (2017), we considered
equations (2.4) or (4.8). Without the technique described
in Section 2.3 above, this is a computationally difficult task
so instead we approximated the posterior probability in the
following way. We used the neural network f to evaluate
the sky map δsky with the unknown string tension and we
binned the values fi, j (δsky) of each pixel into 1000 bins be-
tween 0 and 1. We then calculated the χ2 of the histogram
f (δsky) to a data set of histograms of fi, j values obtained
from maps with known Gµ. This gave us an estimate of the
string tension’s posterior probability. In Fig. 2 we compare
this posterior probability from reference Ciuca & Herna´ndez
(2017) to that obtained by calculating with equation (13).
We see that the posterior estimates presented in Ciuca &
Herna´ndez (2017) were conservative and that the direct cal-
culation of the Bayesian posterior probability of Gµ gives
much sharper peaks.
3.2 Residual networks: an improved convolutional
neural network choice for f
Simply adding more layers to the neural network in Ciuca
& Herna´ndez (2017) gave us a network that we were unable
to train. By that we mean that the cross entropy did not de-
crease and converge to a lower value after each training iter-
ation. One technique used to train deeper neural networks is
MNRAS 000, 1–10 (2018)
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to use a residual network He et al. (2015). We experimented
with residual networks between 5 and 100 layers and were
able to have training converge for all of them. However we
found that the results from using more than 30 layer network
were not significantly better. In this section we describe our
residual network and then present and compare the results
of the 30 layer residual network to those of our previous
work Ciuca & Herna´ndez (2017); Ciuca et al. (2017).
Whereas plain convolutional neural networks can only
propagate forward to the next layer, residual networks al-
low for additional shortcut propagation from one layer to
another one a few layers away. These few layers that can be
skipped over form what is called a residual block. Our 30
layer residual network consisted of 30 residual blocks sand-
wiched between an initial and a final layer. Each block con-
tained three layers. Our residual network had the following
structure for the convolution of each pixel:
initial layer : 1-dim→ 32-dim, kernel size = 3, stride = 1
↓
residual block 1: 32-dim→32-dim
↓
residual block 2: 32-dim→32-dim
↓
... (15)
↓
residual block 30: 32-dim→32-dim
↓
final layer 5 : 32-dim→ 1-dim, kernel size = 1, stride = 1
In addition to being able to go through the block, one can
go around the block and begin at the next block down. Each
of the 30 residual blocks is composed of the following three
layers:
layer 1 : 32-dim→ 8-dim, kernel size = 1, stride = 1
↓ tanh
layer 2 : 8-dim→ 8-dim, kernel size = 3, stride = 1
↓ tanh
layer 3 : 8-dim→ 32-dim, kernel size = 1, stride = 1
The number of parameters in our residual network is
65 857 ={(32+32)+(322+32)×30+(32·8+8+82·32+8+8·32+32)×30+32+1}.
We trained the residual network in the same way we
trained our previous network (Ciuca & Herna´ndez 2017).
We used numerically generated CMB temperature maps
with and without cosmic strings. The data set was obtained
with the same long string analytical model (Perivolaropoulos
1993) used in Ciuca & Herna´ndez (2017) and other previ-
ous studies of cosmic string detection in CMB maps (Amsel
et al. 2008; Stewart & Brandenberger 2009; Danos & Bran-
denberger 2010; Hergt et al. 2017). We used the PyTorch
environment (pytorch.org) for machine learning and opti-
mization algorithms, and we trained the model on a Tesla
K80 GPU for 12 hours in total.
The maps were made up of 512× 512 pixels with a reso-
lution of 1 arcmin per pixel. We show these maps, which are
the same as those in Ciuca & Herna´ndez (2017), in Fig. 3.
The sky map is show in Fig. 3a. For values of the string
tension we study here, Gµ ≤ 2 × 10−8, the sky map is indis-
tinguishable by eye from a pure Gaussian fluctuation map
(i.e. Gµ = 0). The string temperature component to the com-
plete sky map is shown in Fig. 3b with a Gµ = 1. The string
answer map is shown in Fig. 3c. One of the unknown pa-
rameters characterizing the scaling solution of strings is the
number of strings per Hubble volume, NH , which can have
a value between 1 and 10. We trained our neural network
with a value of NH = 1 and this did not impair the predic-
tive power for input maps with larger NH values. This is an
indication that the network is indeed generalizing and not
just overfitting.
3.3 Residual network prediction maps and Gµ
posteriors
In Fig. 4 we show our residual and plain network predic-
tions for the string location map using different values for
Gµ, with NH = 3, and no noise. The shades of grey in the
prediction maps correspond to the probability of a pixel be-
ing on a string. Completely black pixels are probability 0
and completely white pixels are probability 1 of being on
a string. As Gµ tends to zero, the neural network provides
less information as to whether a pixel is on a string or not
and the pixel probabilities tend to the prior P((i, j) ∈ string)
which is given by the number of pixels on strings in the an-
swer map ξ (fig. 3c) divided by the total number of pixels.
Thus as Gµ tends to zero, our prediction map will become
more uniformly grey, as figures 4e and 4f show.
The two predictions maps look different, though it is
not immediately clear that the residual network is better.
However with a careful visual comparison of the prediction
maps from the two networks we see that the residual net-
work is distinguishing the string locations more clearly. In
fact, we show in Fig. 5 that the prediction values in the
residual network have a standard deviation that is larger
than our old network. The mean value of the predictions is
the same, yet the residual network assigns more high and low
probability values than our old network. In other words, the
residual network’s certainty of which pixels contain strings,
and which pixels do not, is greater than for that of the old
network.
However, the real test of the superior performance of
the residual network is the posterior probability of the string
tension that it provides through equation (13). In Fig. 6 we
compare the posteriors obtained from the old neural network
to those obtained from the residual network, both calculated
with equation (13). The improvement shown in Fig. 6 plus
the improvement presented in Fig. 2 results in the total im-
provement we presented in Fig. 1 of the introduction.
From Fig. 6 we see that all the peaks in the posterior dis-
tribution from the residual network are sharper and more ac-
curately centred over the true value of Gµ. For Gµ = 2×10−9
the residual network provides a clear bump over the correct
string tension, whereas the old network does not. Calculat-
ing the area under the probability given by this bump tells
us that there is a 0.99 probability that Gµ ∈ [1.7, 2.1] ×10−9.
The Kullback-Leibler divergence allows us to quantify
how much more information is gained in going from the pos-
terior probabilities of our old network Pold, to that of the
MNRAS 000, 1–10 (2018)
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(a) The complete sky map, δsky . Maps
with and without strings are indistinguish-
able by eye.
(b) String component contribution δstr ing
to the complete sky map.
(c) String answer map ξ used in the simu-
lation.
Figure 3. CMB anisotropy temperature maps of 512× 512 pixels
with a resolution of 1 arcmin per pixel. The white and black pixels
are +450µK and −450µK anisotropies, respectively. The shades of
grey of the strings in the string answer map correspond to the
relative strength of the string’s GKS temperature discontinuity.
(a) The complete sky map, δsky . Maps with and without strings
are indistinguishable by eye. (b) String component contribution
δstr ing to the complete sky map. (c) String answer map ξ used
in the simulation.
residual network Pnew :
DKL(Pold | |Pnew) ≡ ∫
d(Gµ) Pold(Gµ) log Pold (Gµ)Pnew (Gµ) (16)
In Fig. 7 we plot the value of the KL divergence at var-
ious string tensions between the two posteriors given in
Fig.s 1,2,6.
4 CONCLUSIONS AND A NEW
OPTIMIZATION GOAL FOR FINDING f
In our previous work (Ciuca & Herna´ndez 2017; Ciuca
et al. 2017) we presented a Bayesian interpretation of cosmic
string detection in which the posterior probability distribu-
tion of the string tension is linked to the estimates of cosmic
string location on a CMB map. Here, we have presented
a reformulation of the posterior formula and introduced a
more efficient and accurate way to compute the posterior
probability. In addition we have improved our convolutional
neural network with residual networks to yield better predic-
tion maps and posterior probabilities for the string tension.
We have presented and quantified these improvements in
subsection 3.2 and 3.3. All these improvements together can
be summarized by Fig. 1 in the Introduction section.
We have improved our previous neural network by us-
ing the more sophisticated architecture provided by resid-
ual networks He et al. (2015) as a preamble to introducing
noise and then applying our analysis to realistic string sim-
ulations (Fraisse et al. (2008); Planck Collaboration et al.
(2014); work in progress). While we have presented our
analysis in the context of cosmic string detection in CMB
temperature anisotropy maps, generalizing the procedure to
cosmic string wake detection in 21 cm intensity maps is
straightforward (Brandenberger et al. 2010; Herna´ndez et al.
2011; Herna´ndez & Brandenberger 2012; Herna´ndez 2014;
da Cunha et al. 2016).
Our derivation of a posterior probability for the string
tension was specifically done in order to derive a connection
between the string tension and the location of cosmic strings
on a map. We then trained our neural network f to be good
at estimating string locations. We did this by minimizing the
KL divergence between f (δsky) and P(ξ |δsky). Thus ”good”
functions f are those that produce outputs that resemble
the true answer map ξ. The network has no knowledge of
our Bayesian formula connecting these string locations to
the string tension. And while we can experimentally verify
that the function that optimizes the KL divergence leads to
good posteriors, it is unlikely to be the best one. All this
suggests that another way of obtaining f would be to di-
rectly optimize the posterior probability distributions. Since
the derivations of section 2 were all made in a way agnostic
to f , any function f : RNpix → RNpix can be plugged-in the
calculations and the procedure will spit out the correspond-
ing posteriors. Hence, the Bayesian procedure derived in the
previous sections implicitly provides a criterion to evaluate
the ”goodness” of various functions f : on average, does f
lead to sharp posteriors centred around the correct Gµ? It
would be interesting to see if we still obtain ”good” predic-
tion maps when f is chosen in this way.
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(a) Reference Ciuca & Herna´ndez
(2017) prediction Gµ = 10−8
(b) Residual network prediction
Gµ = 10−8
(c) Reference Ciuca & Herna´ndez
(2017) prediction Gµ = 5 × 10−9
(d) Residual network prediction
Gµ = 5 × 10−9
(e) Reference Ciuca & Herna´ndez
(2017) prediction Gµ = 2 × 10−9
(f) Residual network prediction
Gµ = 2 × 10−9
Figure 4. Comparison of neural network predictions without noise. The actual placement of long strings, the ξ map, is given in Fig. 3c.
We compare our neural network’s prediction of ξ for different value of the string tension with no noise for the network used in our previous
work, on the left, and the residual network introduced here on the right. The shades of grey in the prediction maps correspond to the
probability of a pixel being on a string, with completely black pixels being 0 probability and completely white pixels being probability
1. All the figures correspond to 512 × 512 pixels with a resolution of 1 arcmin per pixel.
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Figure 5. Comparison of mean and standard deviation over pix-
els in the prediction maps of the two networks. We plot the frac-
tional difference between the two networks, 1 − old networkresidual network .
Figure 6. Comparison of the posteriors’ improvement obtained
by using the residual network in place of the plain convolutional
neural network. In both cases the posteriors are calculated using
equation (13).
Figure 7. Information gain on the posterior distribution of the
string tension from analysing sky maps with the residual network
and the new calculation of the posterior using equation (13), ver-
sus the plain convolutional neural network and the calculation
from our previous work.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF
EQUATION (2) FROM BAYES THEOREM
Consider:
P(ξ | f (δsky),Gµ) =
P( f (δsky),Gµ | ξ)P(ξ)
P( f (δsky),Gµ)
P(ξ | f (δsky),Gµ) =
P( f (δsky),Gµ | ξ)P(ξ)
P(Gµ | f (δsky))P( f (δsky))
shufling terms around and using P( f (δsky),Gµ | ξ) =
P( f (δsky) | ξ,Gµ)P(Gµ | ξ) = P( f (δsky) | ξ,Gµ)P(Gµ):
P(Gµ | f (δsky)) =
P( f (δsky) | ξ,Gµ) × P(Gµ) × P(ξ)
P(ξ | f (δsky),Gµ) × P( f (δsky))
Summing over all Boolean maps ξ:
2Npix P(Gµ | f (δsky)) =
∑
ξ
P( f (δsky) | ξ,Gµ) × P(Gµ) × P(ξ)
P(ξ | f (δsky),Gµ) × P( f (δsky))
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2Npix P(Gµ | f (δsky)) =
P(Gµ)
P( f (δsky))
∑
ξ
P( f (δsky) | ξ,Gµ) × P(ξ)
P(ξ | f (δsky),Gµ)
Transforming the sum into an expectation over maps
ξa sampled from P(ξ) and switching the factor of 2Npix to
the right:
P(Gµ | f (δsky)) = 2−Npix
P(Gµ)
P( f (δsky))
1
N
∑
ξa∼P(ξ)
P( f (δsky) | ξa,Gµ)
P(ξa | f (δsky),Gµ)
APPENDIX B: SMALL GAUSSIAN
CALCULATION
We present the calculation used to go from equation (12)
to (13).
N∑
n=0
exp
(
n × ∆∗−1
) 1√
2piσ2
exp
( − (n − µ)2
2σ2
)
=
N∑
n=0
1√
2piσ2
exp
(
n∆∗−1 −
(n − µ)2
2σ2
)
=
N∑
n=0
1√
2piσ2
exp
( − (n − µ)2 − 2σ2n∆∗−1
2σ2
)
=
N∑
n=0
1√
2piσ2
exp
( − n2 − 2nµ + µ2 − 2σ2n∆∗−1
2σ2
)
=
N∑
n=0
1√
2piσ2
exp
(−(n − (µ + σ2∆∗−1))2 + µ2 − (µ + σ2∆∗−1)2
2σ2
)
= exp
(− µ2 − (µ + σ2∆∗−1)2
2σ2
)×∫ N
0
1√
2piσ2
exp
(−(n − (µ + σ2∆∗−1))2
2σ2
)
= exp
( − −2µσ2∆∗−1 − (σ2∆∗−1)2)
2σ2
)
× 1
2
(
− Erf
( (µ + σ2∆∗−1) − N√
2σ2
)
+ Erf
(
µ + σ2∆∗−1√
2σ2
))
= exp
(
µ∆∗−1 + σ
2(∆∗−1)2)/2
)
× 1
2
(
− Erf
( (µ + σ2∆∗−1) − N√
2σ2
)
+ Erf
(
µ + σ2∆∗−1√
2σ2
))
= exp
(
µ∆∗−1 + σ
2(∆∗−1)2)/2
)
× 1
2
(
Erfc
(N − (µ + σ2∆∗−1)√
2σ2
)
− Erfc
(
− µ + σ
2∆∗−1√
2σ2
))
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